YOU could make!
Every dollar donated to Gilead’s 2016 Quizine for a Cause provided basic life essentials to Gilead clients.

$39 for the social program to buy small flashlights for clients who

$300 as part of Kathryn’s recovery at the ACT Program to buy materials such as

often walk to and from the Social Rehab Center in the dark.

clay to make jewelry when coping with problems.

$50 for Gary at Gilead 1 to perform at Buttonwood during open mic

$459 for Tyrone to pay his outstanding balance at the Passport Inn and Suites

night that use to be free but now has a $5 fee to perform. He performed
songs on a weekly basis and used it as a coping skill.

for two weeks while his new apartment was being prepared. He was homeless for 2
years before the ACT program helped him find his new home.

increase independence by using the local 9TT instead of relying on rides.
This gave the clients the chance to go to further places on their own.

that is required to complete by Guardian Ad Litem to determine safe driving skills
so he can drive on his own making him more independent.

$151 for James to pay his outstanding balance to continue to his

$900 for Daniel’s new moped that he uses to sustain his independence in the

$93 for 9 Town Transit Bus Tickets for clients at SCAP to ride the bus to $575 for Eric at SCAP to cover the cost of an Easter Sales Driver Assessment

education at Middlesex Community College. A balance was keeping him
from registering for the Spring 2017 semester, your money helped him to
start classes on time.

community all year long. His past moped he bought for himself had over 160,000
miles that he used to go to the grocery store, medical appointments, visiting family
in Higganum.

$155 for Dennis at Gap to receive a CT Scan and Lung Cancer

$1,000 for 12 clients through the agency to get new sneakers for the 2017

Screening who has had a long history of COPD diagnosis when his
Medicaid was having a “computer glitch,” and was in pain.

Road Race and to continue their journey on to a healthier lifestyle.

